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author

• author of 14 books                                                                    
on inclusive ed (e.g.,      
UDL, autism)

• former professor of  
education & K-12      
inclusion facilitator

What is an anchor activity? 

• Anchor activities are tasks that students can work on 
independently or without direct teacher support. Some 
activities are designed to be completed on an ongoing basis 
(e.g., passion projects, blogs).

• Activities should be meaningfully connected to lessons, 
engaging, and worthwhile for the students.

• These activities give teachers time to observe students, 
engage in individual assessments, or meet with small groups. 

• In essence, anchor activities free teachers from delivering 
formal lessons and allow them to designate class time for 
more personalized interactions with learners. 
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Why use anchor activities? 
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▪ independent reading

▪ WebQuest

▪ journaling

▪ creating art, making movies, or recording podcasts 

▪ choosing from a standards-based menu of learning 

activities (e.g., choice board/tic-tac-toe)

▪ exploring a topic of choice/genius hour

▪ solving brain-teasers, puzzles, or logic problems

▪ blogging

▪ playing or creating educational games that encourage 

exploration and reinforcement of material in service of 

a learning goal
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This is NOT busy work. Anchor activities should 
actively engage students and give them a chance 
to gain a deeper understanding of the material.
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What to do when you pull students to confer:

individual interviews (e.g., “Tell me about 

your experience in science this year”; “What 

have you learned about energy so far?) 

portfolio reviews (e.g., poetry, science 

notebooks)

focus groups (e.g., “How accessible & 

interesting are our lessons?)

performance assessments (e.g., “Show me 

how you would solve this problem”; “Read  

this for me”)

When should anchor                                    
activities be added?
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Why use anchor activities in                                
a co-taught classroom? 

Ms. Watts & Mr. Philbin
[Kluth & Causton (2016). 30 Days to the Co-Taught Classroom]

• first 30 minutes of each Friday class

• Ms. Watts: confers on student projects (hunger in 

America, inclusive education)

• Mr. Philbin: checks in on students/supervises work & joins 

conferences (when possible) to assess IEP goals
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Kluth, P. (2020). Universal Design Daily.

final 
thoughts?
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